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I _ INTRODUCTlON 

The greatest emphasis durin, 0 the past I5 years in the application of gas chro- 
matography to physical-analytical measurements has been placed on the determi- 
nation of activity coefticients. wpour pressures. thermodynamic quantities, boiling 
points, second virial coeflicients of gas mistures, kinetic constants, solid surface 
properties; inter- and intra-phase I~:ISS transfer coefficients, etc_1-12. Choudhary and 
Doraimmny’” presented ;1 critical review of the applications of pas chromatogrt!phy 
in catalysis. 

In this paper. ;I comprehensive revie\v of the literature published during the 
past IS years on the use of g-as chromatogaphy in the evaluation of binary dXusion 
coefficients of gases and orgr?nic vapours, eirective diffusivities of catalysts and adsor- 
bents. intra-particle and intra-crystalline mass transfer coetiicients, surf&e dit7usion 
coefficients and heat transfer coeficients, is presented_ 

* NCL Communication No. 1790. 
__ Present address: Research and Development Ctntre. Indian Petrochemictlls Corp. Ltd.. P.O. 

Jawaharnagar, Dist_: Baroda, Gujnr~t, India. 
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2. BINARY DIFFUSlON COEFFICIENTS OF GASES 

Numerous techniques have been described for the metlsurement of binary 
diffusion coefficients of gases and organic vapours- Most of these methods, however. 
are time consuming in the evaluation of quantitative resuk?. Recent developments 
in the theor? of chromatography r*4--1s have made it possible to develop techniques’:t-I!’ 
for the rapid and accurate measurement of diffusion coefficients. 

_-I _ dlrrho~l of- GiMilgs mxi Stwp- 

Giddins and Seager’s-“+” were among the first workers to apply gas chro- 
matograph\t in order to measure sts-phase diffusion coefficients. The method is based 
on the special case’” of the more general theory of chromato_grzlph_v first derived by 
Trrvlor’3_~4 

kccording to generaked chromatographic theory”.2z-z6, the height equivulcnt 
to a theoretical plate (HETP_ H) of a packed column can be written as 

3 -. D 
ff = I/[( l/2 L tf,, -;- ( I,C$# l-j] -i_ - i u 

1- 

-i c, I’ -i- c, I- (1) 

This equation is simplified by replacin E the packed co1un1n b? an empty tube of 
unif-orm circular cross-secticn and assuming thxt adsorption at the wall is negligibly, 
so that CA- = O_ As there is no liquid in rhe tube, C, - 0. Further- the quantity 2 iii, 
approaches infinity be-use there are no mising stages in the tube. and for this precise 
geometry f is unity_ Thus. eqn. 1, in thecxe ofan empty tube of-uniform cross-section, 
reduces to 

where the espression for a circular tube, I-:,@& D,_ repkiccs C,_ 
An equixilent form ofeqn. 2_ as derived by Tay10r2z_ can be written as 

For low ilow-rates (I*)_ eqn_ 3 can be simp1ified27 to 

(4) 

which would be valid for to~\:molecrrItlr-\~eight ~x.cs. 
The HETP cxn bc obtained from chmriitlta~rtlphic data by the relationship 

(6) 
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Eqns. 3 and 5 (or 6) imply that only three quantities, the peak width (or peak vari- 
ance), the retention time and the average carrier flow velocity, ate required for esti- 
mating the gas phase diffusivitv_ The positive root of eqn_ 3 is valid up to a certain 
critical velocity 1; given by’“: 

At velocities greater than I‘~, the negative root becomes xtlid. For the case \\hen 
r .::-- t-,., the Taylor limit becomes valid. 

The appartttus consists of a commercially available gas chromatographic unit, 
with ;1n empr; tube of uniform circular cross-section replacing the packed colutnn. 
In order to correct for the end-etkts and for diffusion occurring in the instrutnent 
dead vohttnc, Giddings and SeageP collected data using both the long tube and the 
short tube separately, and the data for the short tube are subtracted from those for 
rhe Ion% tube. Thus 

The need for this cumbersome two-column procedure was eliminated b; 
Fuller rr t~l_~” through direct on-colunm sample introduction and a rigorous reduction 
of the detector dead volume. The oven dimensions were increased so as to ;tccotntno- 
date the dittitsiou tube without ti@it coils and bends, which tend to distort tube 
cross-sections and othetxvise ttlter the peak dispersion_ Their gus chromuto~rapllic 
broadening apparatus for dit?-usion tneasurements is illustrtt~ed in Fis. 1_ 

Arnikar and co-worket-s9’-30 made use of :tn eIectrodeless discharge tube as tl 
detector in the rapid deterinintttion of binary diKusion coefficients of some organic 
vapours into nitrogen. 

Hat-grave and SawveP applied a similar gas chromato~raphic method !-or the 
dctcrmination of gaseous inter-ditYusion coeilicients for solute vapour-c;lrt-ier gas 
pairs in the temperature range 25250- by usin g eqn_ Cc_ The plate height is calculated 
fioni the reIationship 

and the tlo\v velocity (r) rtf the column outlet is crtkulttted from 

L 
i’ -._ - 

fK 
(10) 

:ts there is no tneasurttble pressure drop across an open column. 
Fuller er ~1.‘” determined esperiniental binary ditTt.tsion coefficients for s~m~r‘ 

halo~etxtred hydrocarbon compounds diffusing into helium by utilizing the gas 
chromato~rr~phic peak broadening technique, and described certain moditications 
that hove improved the speed and accuracy of the technique_ A critical discussion of 
the validity of the method is also $ven_ 

Huang ef ~1.” obtained esperitnentttl diffusivities for several gas-gas, gas- 
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Fig_ I _ CC brortdening apparatus for diffusion measurernentP_ 

liquid vttpour and gas-solid vapour systems_ usin, a* the above method_ On the b&s 
of the esperimental results_ a generaiised semi-empiricrttl equation: 

(11) 

has been developed to predict the diffusivities of binary gas-gas and gas-liquid 
vapour Sj5ttZiliS zts a function of pressure and temper:lture_ A comparison of this 
equtttron \v tl d il 3 ta appearing in the literature ;ieIds an avcragc error of 3.5 :,r-;,_ \vhich 
is less than that predicted by many other methods. 

Kook er crf_” suggested that the normai plate height e_spression can still be 
used if proper modification of the ditrusion coefficient is made in the case of linear 
adsorption. Several iIlVesti~;ltors~;-“*.3~-“S have esttthlished the validit_v of the above 
gas chromatographic open-tube method for the measurement of the inter-diffusion 
coefficients of gases and lapours of volatile organic compounds. 

Carberry and Brettonx3 sugested a pulse-ilow method, according to which 
the inter-diffusion coefficient can he obtained from the concentration-time distri- 
bution data or from the mean retention time as measured at the diffuse pulse masimrt: 
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For beds of more than several particle diameters in length, eqn. 12 becomes a simple 
function of D,, tube length (L) and velocity (r): 

or 

(13) 

Thus a plot of the ratio of the pulse retention time to that of carrier velocity. t&l). is 
a function of I/L 1; the slope bein g equal to the diffusion coeffkient. Beyond the 
ftow regime where molecular transport governs axial dispersion_ D, is directly pro- 
portional to L I_ and i,,,/O therefore becomes constant with the onset of turbulent 
dill-usion. 

Frontal analysis was also used by Fejes and A’ Scha> for the determination of 
gaseous inter-difiilsion coeikients. 

All the methods discussed above are applicable to both open and packed tubes. 
but suKer from the disadvantages inherent in operating at low few-rates from the 
uncertainty 21s to the role of “eddy ditrusion”. which may interact in a complex way 
\vitlt sas-phase mass transfer”_ 

Knos and McLaren4’ - suggested an arrested elution method that by-passes 
most of the experimental and theoretical difticulties which occur in the continuous 
elution method of Giddings and ScngerlJ and Giddings 14-1s_ It is applicable equally 
to open itnd packed colu~nns and is of intrinsically hi$ler precision than the C~II- 

tinuous method based LI~OI~ HETP measurement. 
In this method, a sharp band of an unsorbed ~1s is injected into the colu~nr~ 

and eked at ;I controlled and measurable velocity_ When the band is about half 
\vny down the co1~11nn. tht = gas Ro\v is arrested for a time I_ during which spreading 
can occur onl_v by diffusion. Finally. the hand is elutcd from the column and its 
protile and standard deviation are detertrlined by the detector_ The diKusion spre;ldine 
for empty and packed tubes is given by 

d (9 
-L 

dl 
-.: Z D,,!G (for an empty tube) 

and 

d i)’ 
.--!- -= 2 :_* D+,/s’ (for a packed tube) 

dr 

(15) 

(16) 

Hence, ;I plot off): against thetimeofresidence in the column is it straight line of slope 
2 DIl/s2 (for an empty tube) or 2 ; D,/G (for a packed column). from which the inter- 
diEusion coetkient can be calculated. Details of the method and the theorerical 
interpretation of? are discussed in the original paper”. 
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Huber and van VughP and Kobayashi and co-workersa-45 studied the gaseous 
diffusion coefiicients of dilute and moderately dense gases by perturbation ChrGrmtG- 

graphy. Their measurements were based on the dispersion model for laminar flow in 
a Ions circular tube at up to 60 atm at 25’ for tritiated methane in methane and in 
tetrafluoromethzlne by the multi-tlow-rate method using the relationshipa” 

The dit&sion of argon_ methane_ nitrogen and carbon dioxide in hehum at 509 25:. 
0’ and --W2 respective&, at up to 60 atm was measured by the one-flow-rate method 
usins the relationship-l” 

A representative plot of tile rate of change of variance d8/_tt Iw-stfs z/1” is given in 

2/w* (cm/set)-* 

HLP and Hu and Kabayashi4” improved perturbation detection by using a 
smalI-volume ionization chamber for radioactive detection and a micro-scale thermal 
conductivity ceil For non-radioactive detection_ Agreement betlveen their experimental 
and theoretical values was good for variance calculations_ Some resuits wre obtained 
by using both the multi-flow-rate method. which used several velocities at the same 
temperature and pressure, and the one-@ow-rate method. which required measure- 
ment at only one tlow-rate. 

Apart from the literature discussed above, several investi@ons have been 
reported 011 the use af was chromatographic methods for measuring gas-phase 
diffusion coeflicients using packed or unpacked columnr’~-4~_ 
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3. EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY OF CATALYSTS 

The measurement of effective diffusion coeficients is based on the well known 
equation developed by Van Deemter et d_‘l” for a gas chromato_9rrlphic column: 

H = ii _i- Bjs + C 1’ (19) 

where IJ is the HETP and r is the interstitial carrier gas velocity. The terms -4. B 

and C are constants of the column ~ gases and operating conditions. The term -4 is 
due to turbulence in the gas stream caused by the particles of packing and is the 
so-called “eddy dXusion” term_ The term B is due to ion$tudinzli diffusion ot‘ gas 

in the puke both forwards and backwards in the carrier gas stream_ The C term is 
due to mass transfer between the gas and solid phases. It can be seen from eqn. 19 
that at high ~1s selocities the term C is dominant and the B term becomes unim- 
portant_ Thus. the equation for H iti high carrier gas velocities reduces to 

If = A - c 1‘ 

Habgood and Httnh~~~ obtained the followins espreksion for C: 

(20) 

The! caiculatrd the H ETP for very small sample volumes giving syninietric:d G:~ussi:tn 
peaks by the relationship 

(23) 

and artempted :I tentative interpretation of C in terms of XI app:went gas phase: 
diffusion in the charcoal pores_ 

The term C can also be esprrssed”” as 

(21) 

A-,, == I/[:: + (f,,i - I,/) L’ F,I;Fz L] (35) 

and the HETP calculated by measuring the pulse broadening of :1 norm-ch~micall_\:~il~ 
interacting gas at various flow velocities that cccur in a column packed \\-ith catalyst 
ilsing eqn. 5, 6 or 23. 
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Fig _7_ HETP as a function of interstitd _w vclncity for SO, on I%-nwr&nitl‘I’. Te~npcrrtturc: 
0, lj;-: .- _ ‘IO’: r-, 761’_ 

Using the values of H as a function of flow velocity, the tern1 C (and nlso _-I 
and B) of the Van Deemter equation can be calculated by plotting the HETP_ II. 
against the tick velocitv (or bv the least-squares method): the slope of the linear 
portion of the curve in ke re&n of high gas velocities corresponds to the value of 
the term C (a representative plot of kl w-.sw r is shown in Fif. P)_ Hence. as 
till the terms in eqn_ 24.except D, can be determined esperimentally, the ctfective 
diffusivity of the catalyst can be calculated with su&ient accuracy. 

Lefller;” applied this method to alumina H-51 usin, CT nitrogen as the adsorbed 
gas at --7s” and found reasonable agreement between the results obtained from this 
method and the Weisz and Schwartz relationship=. Davis and Scott5>. using gas 
chromatography_ also reported good agreement between the values of D, and steady- 
state results for solids that are reasonably homogeneous. 

Szlaur’” measured the adsorlxion kinetics nf polar compounds on molecuktr 
sieves in order to determine the effective diffusion coeflicients into granules_ Val~ws 

of the coefficients of mass transfer for packed capillar_\ _ ’ gas-solid chromato~raphic 
columns were measured i-rom the dependence of HETP on tlow-rate and used to 
explain the low values of zone diffusion%:. 

Eberly3 and Ma and ManceP studied the effective diffusivity of inert gases 
(argon, krypton and sulphur hexafluoride) in a series of Na- and H-mordenites, 
Na-fitujasite and amorphous silica-alumina catalysts and ofcarbon dioxide_ nitrogen 
dioxide and sulphur dioxide in molecular sieve zeolites. They found that this g-as 
chromatographic pulse technique is especially suitable for measurement of effective 
diffusivities of solid catalysts at high temperatures and low concentrations_ It is sery 
difficult to make measurements under these conditions by the conventional vacuum 
technique-“_ Trimm and Corriess employed this method for the measurement of the 
$i&,$vity of various gases in catalyst pellets as a function of temperature_ They found 
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that the results obtained at low temperatures for some gases ca11110t be extrapolated 
to the higher temperatures at which the catalyst operates. At temperatures below +OO- 
the variation of DC. with temperature showed predictable behaviour. b:lt almve 400. 
a marked increase in the dependence of D, on temperature wts observed_ the magni- 
tude of w!lich depended 011 the nature of the gas. They esplained this anon~alous 
e%ct in terms of a surface diffusion model. As surface mobility is known to increase 
exponentially with temperature_ surface diffusion provides a good explanation of 
their results_ 

This gas chrc~mato~raphic method for the determination of D,- has the inherent 
advantage that measurements are made at temperatures which approach those used 
in coniniercial processes. Detailed procedures for the determination 01‘ the esperi- 
mental values of the terins in the expression used for cslcularin, 1~ etkctive diltirsion 
coetticients have been given by LeflleF_ Eberliss and Ma t!nci ManceF. 

1. X:ASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR PACKED REIX 

The xdvanccd theorv of gas chrom;~to~r~~pl~~ permits t!w estimation of tlw 
mass transfer resistances such as aria1 diffusion_ interphase diltiisiom tilni ditiiision 
and intra-particle (or intro-crystalline) diffusion, by chromatographic nlexure- 
nwnts’“‘-“I_ Recent developments in gas chromatogr~!phic theory. \vith emphasis on 
the 11x!ss trmsfi’r processes that occur in the packed column_ L we summarized belo\\. 

Following the simple approach of Ciddings”’ and Viill Deemter ct oI_““, 
Jones’” derived ;t generalized expression for the HETP including the effect of gas- 
phase 11l;!ss transfer_ Van Dernlteis original equation (eqn. 19) LV:IS nwditicd by 
Killllburil and co-workers’i”-‘iy_ \\-ho gave :L niathetiititical treatment of the kinetic role 
of ditfusion and the pressure drop in gas cliromato~rr~phv. There m-e a number o!‘ < 
pi!pNS illld theories Sll,, =vstins different modifications ofVa11 Decmteis eqli;ttiz)l1”“-;“_ 
Ttlktics7” developed ill1 approsiniation equation which involves the use of ;L simple 
mathenx~tic:~l n?et!lod for nun~erically determining the coefiicients of the approsi- 
ination equation by nieans of a computer_ 

GiddinaTs’“-” carried out theoretical studies of band spreadin in chronxno- 
graphv by :I !~,l,n-eqllilibrillm nwthod’.Z-lG _ .uld esanlined the contribution of lateral 
diffiision to plate height. Kli31i~’ presented ii non-eqllilibriillll treatment \\-hich 
includes intcr!%cial 11l:!ss transfer rcsistrmce_ KubinyZs coutribured to the theory of 
cliromtito~rtipli~ in a detailed iini!lysis of di!Yusion outside and inside the support 
particles. 

At 10~ concentrations. the shapes of the peaks deviate from a Gaussian 
distribution;1 nnd may be sensitive to the detailed kinetics. Bock and Parke75 c-dcu- 

kited the first four moments of the distribution function on the assumption that the 
rates of sorption and desorption do not play significant roles, and the distribution 
functions were found from these moments. Clironiato2_r:ipliic peaks were trs;ited 
m~!tliemaricall_\r~tic~ll~ by Kaminskii et c~f.~” and the first sis moments of the peak \verc 
derived on the assumption that peak spreadin, cr is determined solely by dittikon in 
the SttltiOIliiry phuse and the sorption coetlicient is large: a niet!md !-or the reculcu- 
lation of the distribution function from the nlonwnt was also sug~estcd. Linertr non- 
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equilibrium chromatography was treated mathematically independently by KuEera’7. 
and five moments of the chromatographic peak were calculated and their physical 
significance was discussed_ GrubneP applied the statistica moments theory to the 
solution of a system of partial differential equations describing a model based on 
diffusion-controlied kinetics for gas-solid chromatography_ Grubner and UndcrhiIP 
used a standard mathematical method of analysis by moments to compare the most 
common equations for’ mass transfer in a packed bed, and the first six moments were 
4vcn for four equations (for a theoretical chamber model, film-limited mass transfer. Z 
igra-particIe diffusion and inter-particle diffusion)_ In each instance. the first ordinary 
moment was found to be independent of the mechanism of mass trarisfer_ 

Grubner et QI_~* studied mass transfer phenomena in gas-solid systems with 
speckI emphasis on the internal porosity of the stationary phase. and the mass 
transfkr coefkients were obtained from a more esact treatment of pas-solid chro- 
matograph>*x_ 

Analysis of moments is a very powerful mathcmaticai technique and can be 
used as a means of comparing the previously derived equations for break-through 
curv&W;‘_3_ From an experimental viewpoint, only the first five or sis moments 
need be calculated: the higher moments are difiicult to determine from espcrimental 
data:“_ 

Schneider and Smith’~“-G1 presented a new method fclr determining adsorption 
equilibrium constants_ rate constants, mass transfer coctlicicnts. asial or loilgitudinal 
ditfusivit;, intra-particIe ditTusivity and surface ditfusivity from gas chromato~rtlphic 
da&J_ The method was based upon the theory of chromatography developed b> 
Kubin= and KtCera= for relating the moments of the ct~lucnt concentration \vaw 
from a bed of adsorbent particies to the rate constants associated with various steps 
in the overall adsorption process_ Basically_ a pulse of the adsorbate is injected into 
the column (packed with catalyst particles) head and the first and second moments 
of the outlet peak are measured_ Theory permits the calculation of the mass transfer 
coeficients from these measurements_ The principles of the method arc as fOIIows_ 

The first absoIute moment (;l;) of the chromatographic curve is defined as 

w!icrc 

The first moment is of basic significance in the determination of retention time and 
depends only on the partition coeficietit and on the Ion$tudinaI diffusion. and is not 
affected by trrinsport phenomena,on the grain and across the surface film or by the 
shape and size of the grain_ 

The second central moment (yr;) of the chromatographic curve is defined as 
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The second central moment has significance in the determination of the peak width 
and, as with all higher moments, it depends on all fxtors that characterize the 
transport of a given compound through the colu’mn. 

The moments ,LC; and :L? can be evaluated explicitly, using Laplace-Carson 
transt~ormsGO-~~l_ as 

an d 

(ZS) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Further_ the elective intraparticle diKusion coeflicirnt. D1,. is related to the 
eKcctive rurtkc diKusion coefficient_ D,_ by the re!ationship 

and the effective gs ditfusion coefticient (KIw~s~II). DA, is given by 

(33) 

where 

The etkctivr surkc diffusion coetkient. D,. is related to the true surface diffusion 
coelticient. .<I,_ by the relationship 

(35) 

It has bcrn sho~~n that the external mass transk- coefticient. kf, does not depend on 

the carrier gas velocity at low Revnolds number”“_ Hence X-, can be calculated from 

the relationship N~I,_.~K = 2.0, where the Sherwood number is X~l,_.l~; = 2 R X-,-/D_,~:_ 
By using the resultins relationship kf R = D,II: in eqn_ 3l_ the etktive intra- 

particle diffusion coetlicient, D,. can be calculated from the esperimental second 

central moment f{c.+J for a series of chromatographic curves measured for different 
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carrier gas velocities, I-_ The adsorption coefficient, K-.1, can be evaluated hy means 
of eqns_ 28 and 30 from the esperimentni first absolute moment (,I[;) using the same 
series of chromatographic curves. The binary diffusion coefficient, DAK. can be alcu- 
lated from theoretical equationsb;” if the experimental values are not available. 

Further. the axial diffusion coeflicient (I?_.:\ an be obtained from the esperi- 
mental second central moments measure;l at high carrier gas velocities (ix_) high 
Revnolds numbers) bv eqn_ 29_ Finally. eqns. .32-35 are used to evaluate the effective 
and true surface ditT&ivities from the effective intrs-particle diffusion coetkient, D),. 

Schneider and SmithGu-G’ used the above gas chromato~raphic method for 
measuring axial dispersion coefficients. intrrt-particle diffusivities, external m;~ss 
transfer coefficients and surface diffusivities for ethtme_ propane and n-butrmc on 
silica gel at 50-200’ and at atmospheric pressure_ Good ageement ~-as obtained 
between the esperimental and calculated breakthrou& curb-es. which confirmed the 
theory ofps-solid chromatogaphy as well as the model used for the adsorber_ This 
fkt also swgested that the rate constants determined by gas chrc~mtlto~rapl~~ have 

a phgical significance and are not simply empirical constants- 
As the average surface coveraze is very lo\v_ the surface diftiaion coetticients 

obtained by this methtid are very close to the limiting values. The detailed experi- 
mental prccedures- evaluation of moments of the chrc~l~?tito~r:iphic curves and csti- 
mstion of mass transport coeflicients are discussed in the original p;lperP-‘iI_ 

Cangwal er al_” obtained transport rate cacllicients by dctcrmining th.: cwf- 
ticierxs of the Fourier series which describes chroma tographic peaks rather t!wn the 
mon:tnts themselves5 a-suing that these can bc determined more accurrltcly th;tn the 
moments_ particularl; higher moments. T!le principles of this mcthnd 2x-e t??; lbllo;:~s. 

A fucction f(f) in an interval in time. I_ of pcritxl T’. can lx rcprcsznrcd hv it 

I2 = i II = ” 

\xhere the coefficients (I,,_ h,t and h,, are 

1 fi- <iI, = 7 
r “’ 

t(r) sin (1x7 r,/T’) dr 

6, = + i” f(t ) cos im r$‘) dr 
0- 

21.’ 
f(r) dt 

(37! 

(3 

(39) 

There will be just one peak for chromatogr;tphic curves of interest in rate n~easuranent 
and the period T’ is a time sufficiently long to :&~w the tail of the peak to vanish. 
With injection of ;L sample in the carrier g-as_ the peak measures r-(tj_ Assuming that 
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the injection is closely approximated by the Kronecker delta function o(r = 01, the 
normalized response is E(r), the probability density function of residence time_ The 
Fourier transform of E(r) is 

(JO) 

(41) 

By employing the amplitude ratio, A,l. and the phase lag, ,I,,_ for the iith- 
harmonic component in place of CI,, and h,), we obtain 

y = arctan (h&r,) (43, 

The coe0kients a,,. h,i and subsequent!y A ,, and y ,, are to be evaluated from the 
normahzed chromatographic curve by eqns. 37. 3Sy 42 and 43. The partial differential 
equations and boundary conditions for the sgtem (assumin g ~1 A input) are normalized 
and subjected to a Fourier transform and the coeRicients LI ,I and h,, are obtained from 
the imaginary and real parts of eqn. 41. Expressions for A,, and ‘1,) are obtained 
throu@ cqns. 42 and 43. Model parameters are then evaluated bv minimizing 

[(.-l,,),~s~,t~_ - (ily)Il~Olk~l‘) or [(‘I ,8L~i_ - (y n),l~oc~C~12 or thsir sum by a suitable sea-ch 
technique_ 

GaIl~\~al f/t cd.‘” obtained the system properties from the amplitude ratio by 
a livc-dimensional starch win, *I the moditicd simples method of Nelder and Meads:‘_ 
The parameters evaluated \vere relatively independent of the choice of the Fourier 
cocfticient but the dispersion coe0icient seemed to be sensitive to the choice of ampli- 
tude ratio or phase lag_ The detailed theory and the procedures for the evaluation 
of the parameters D_ D,._ k,._ I(‘;, and k,, of gas-solid systems from A,, (or t/ ,!) for a 
chronx~tographic peak by a tive-dimensional search \vere described in the original 
papeP_ 

The advanttye of Fourier analysis over moment analysis is that it permits 
more information to be estrxtcd from a curw. The hiphcr moments (third to fifth) 
\vhich are subject to increasingly larzc errors. or additional mcasurcment~_ as 
Schneider and Smith”” wdertook _ are necessary for moment analysis to give the 
same result_ 

Moment analysis and Fourier analysis are limited to systems that can be 
described by linear differential equations. 

D. Jfc41ori huwd OH the possums qf CI pulse th-otrgh II srirt-etl I-c’(mm- 
The above t\vo gas chromato~r~~phic teclllliqlles’;“-‘il-‘i? can be LISC~ to study 

any reactant or product that emerges from the column as a reasonably well defined 

peak. In the study of a reactant under actual catalytic (or reaction) conditions, the 
product peak may interfere with that of the rmctnnt. 

Kelly and FulleP proposed a method based on the passage of a pulse through 
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a stirrcd reactor to overcome this difficulty by using a more specitic detector_ A 
dynamic mathematical model of an isothermal heterogeneous continuously stirred 
tank catrtlgtic reactor for ;i first-order reaction was developed and employed for the 
experimental determination of intro-granular diffusivities, binary sorption isotherms 
and reaction rzlte constants under actual reaction conditions_ This method is rapid 
and only zero- and first-moyent calculations of the transient response ure required 
for the data analysis_ 

Ziktnov;P determined the radial coetiicient of internal dilrusion of pentane 
in granulated zcolites from the dependence of statistical moments of the elution 
curve on the linear flow velocity of the carrier gas. The results obtained provide 
evidence that the overall transport rate of the sorbate molecules from the swface of 

the sr&nule to the adsorption site is limited by activated diKusion \vithin zcolite 
crystallites_ Several investigations have been reported on the measurement ofell~ective 
diffiakities of synthetic zeolite and molecular sieve catalysts usins ys c!lromato- 
gr;~phy~-~G.~_ 

MacDonald and H&good”” described a $1~ chromato~raphic method baste! 
on the theory of Giddins and SchettleF for the determination of intra-crystalline 
mass transfer resistances in zeolite cat;ilvsts_ Thev reported esperimrntal results for 
benzene. octane and decane on an Nzt_X-zcoiite ckdyst at about 400._ The method 
is based on the follo\ving considerations. 

The mass transfer in a microporous solid (such as nwlecular sieve and zcolitc 

catalysts) takes place by two distinct processes I (i) mass transl;‘r from the nwvinz 

zas stream through the stationary Pa vs film and \vithin thr macropore system of the 
grrinule to the ‘esternal surf&x of the crystallite_ and (ii) mass tran~t~cr throu$ the 
micropores of the crystallite to t-action sites on the ~\-alis of the micropores. These 
two processes of mass transport in the regular crvstal structure of the ztxlitcs c;ui 
be studied by the method of Giddings and Schettl&-s”_ \vhich involves mc;tsuremcnts 
Of the totul mass transfer rez2stnnccs using two carrier gases of different diKusivities_ 

The resistance due to process i depends upon the nature of the carrier gas, while that 
due to process ii does not_ provided that the carrier gas is not signiticantly adsorbed. 
The relative contributions of film and macropore resistances to process i could be 

obttlined to some extent from results with granules of diKerent size r:tnges_ 
According to Giddings and SchcttleP_ the espression for HETP is 

H;!r = Hg i Cs 1-1, i _f,/;, (441 

where Hg is the sum of all gas-phase contributions to the HETP, C, the intra- 
crystalline mass transfer coefficient. r,, the column outlet velocity_ fi. the James-Martin _ _ 
pressure gradient correction used in $as chromatogr2tphy to allow for the variation 
in local gas velocity along the column_ and f; a factor to ~tllow for decompression 
along the column_ The terms contained in H9 are tl function of I.,,~D,,_ The principle 
of tlie method lies in the tkt that atknown change in Dg which $-es a corresponding 

chanse in HII is produced_ while not affecting C,_ By introducing a variable 
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eqn. 44 becomes 

Either by varying P,, using the same carrier sas, or by choosing two carrier gases of- 
different ditTusivities, two dilTerent curves of H/j; WI‘SIIS X can he obtained. The 
H ETP cm be obtained by using the relationship 

il -Z. L &(!l;)2 (47) 

based on Ihc nlore refined fhcories~” h~ill the statistical niomcnts of the peak- \vliicli 
c:m readily he calculated by computer from ;I digitized peak”“. Bv determining the 
I-i ETPs over ;I rmge ot‘ 1?ow-rates in each carrier gas. under conditions such that the 
range of _1- is t lie sanie for each gas_ H!, (A’) \vill have an identical value in each carrier 
mid hence the term C, cm be obtained from the relationship 

C, =-. [(Hi/;), -- (r/;/;),J![_Y (Z, -- Z,)] (48) 

\\here 
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For a homogeneous spherical crystallite. an apparent ditTusion coefficient, D,-, 
of the sorbate within the crystaiIite can be obtained from’” 

where k is the partition ratio and & the diameter of the zeoiite crystallite_ For large 
values ofk, eqn_ 50 reduces to 

Based on their experience- MacDonald and Habgood”” suggested criteria to - 
indicate acceptable results_ 

5_ HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETERS FOR PACKED BEDS 

Sagaa rr ~12” developed a temperature pulse method based on the chro- 
matographic theory of Kubin= for the determination of heat transfer partlmeters for 
tlow in packed beds of porous or non-porous solid particles_ The method is based 
on the assumption that heat is dispersed axially and heat transfer occurs between 
tiuid and particle_ and intro-partick. The contribution to heat transfer due to solid- 
to-solid conduction_ which is significant for small particle sizes. is neglected and hence 

this method is not suitable for beds of small particles. 
The momkts of the response of the column effluent temperature to a pulse 

in the inlet temperature are related to the thermal parameters by simple algebraic 
equations_ so that the functional relationships of the parameters and variables are 
directty displaced I by vm-yin, *T the conditions, some of the coetlicients can be deter- 
mined_ The first moment of the temperature curve from the bed gives reasonrtblc 
estimates of the specific heat, while the second moment provides information on rate 
par&neters (such as fluid-to-particle heat transfer coefficient. effective thermal con- 
ductivity of the particles and axial conductivity of the tluid phase)_ The method is 
rapid and interpretation -,f the data can easily be carried out as ‘only elementary 
rxiculations are involved. 
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7_ SUMMARY 

A comprehensive review on the use of gas chromatographic techniques in the 
measurement of binary diffusion coefficients of gases and wpours. effective ditl-usiv- 
itics of catalysts, intra-purticIe and intro-crystaliine mass transfer coetficicnrs. ask1 
diffusion coefficients, surface diffusivities and heat transfer coefficients is presented_ 
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S. NOMENCLATURE 

Fourier coef~cient ddincd by cqn_ 37. 
constants ofeqn. 19. 

amplitude ratio defined by eqn. 42 
Fourier coefficients defined by eqns. 38 and 39. 
chart paper speed of recorder. 
non-equilibrium term for gaseous diffilsion. 
non-equilibrium term for kinetic processes. 
non-cquilibrittm term f-or liquid diKusion. 
imss tciiish- resistance within crystallite. 
crystallite diameter. 
particle Jitimtter_ 
dispersion coeliicient. 
gas-phase ditiilsion corllicients. 
iiitrrt-cr~stitllii~~ diiiiision coctiicient. 
eflktive dilfiisivit~ of catalyst_ 
binary dittitsion coellicient (at 1 atm pressure). 
etlkctive gas (Knudsen) ditlmusion coeflicient_ 
MI~LIC~SCI~ difiiision coelhzient. 
etktivc surtiice dittiision corfticie~X 
true sitrfiice dil~~usion coefiicient. 
apparent activatwi encrg_v. 
Fourier tra:lsthrill of E(f I_ 

prchakility density residence tinw. 
presswe correction ternis. 
void fraction in packing. 
solici tiriction in packii;g ( 1 - I-‘,). 
height equiwicat to a theoreticttl plate (HETP). 
plate hei$t to z:ts pliasc contribution. 
partition ratio. 

xhrption i-ate constmt_ 

txternal nxis?; trrunskr coelticit’nt_ 
adsorption coctticicnt. 
distance on recorder chart measured froin the point corresponding to 

the start of‘ the cliromstogrtim to the peak mtsinwin. 
length of pxk;cd c0lt111111. 

iength ol‘ long diffitsion tube. 
length of short diffiisioii tube_ 
distance on the base line lxt\vcen points \\-here the t\vo tangents (to the 
point 01. inllection 0T peak) intersect_ 
molecular \veigfits. 
number of plates_ 
pressure. 
pore ~oIiinie_ 
ratio of outlet pressure to unit pressare. 
tortuosity lktor for intrrt-particle gas dXusion_ 
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tortuosity factor for intro-particle surface diKusion_ 
tube radius. 
average pore radius_ 
gas constant_ 
volume of carrier 
volume of carrier 

gas corresponding to the maximum of the peak_ 
gas corresponding to the base of the elution peak. 

time. 
retenrion times for adsorbate and non-adsorbate- 
injection time for adsorbable substance_ 
retention time of peak measured at its centre_ 
temperature. 
period. 
average carrier gas vetocity. 
critical wlocit_v_ 
outIet velocity_ 
molar volumes. 
.retention volume for non-adsorbate. 
retention volume for adsorbate. 
weight of adsorbent_ 
reduced velocity equal to r,,P,!D$ 
coordinate along the length of chromatographic coltimn_ 

f D;.!fI P,. 

esternai void fraction_ 
distribution coefficient_ 
intrzl-particle void fraction. 
constants (of the ordsr of unity). 
first absolute moment_ 
second and third central moments_ 
density of packed bed_ 
particle density_ 
variance. 
standard deviation. 
peak width_ 
frequency (equal to 12 x/l’)_ 
equal to L/r_ 
pellet porosity: 
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